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ABSTRACT
Over the past decade, research dialogues between neuroscience, cognitive science, philosophy of mind and performance practice have provided valuable insights into the guiding concepts and principles of actor training. This thesis offers a critical examination of the experience of acting utilizing an enactive approach to embodied cognition, and proposes a reframing of key concepts from the Stanislavski system as a model for the actor’s conscious experience. Drawing from Varela, Thompson and Rosch’s perspective on the ‘embodied condition of the human mind’, this thesis argues for a reconsideration of the conceptual structures that underlie the actor’s conscious experience with an emphasis on understanding of the dynamic relationship between the actor’s body, brain and world.

Chapter 1 examines current applications of cognitive science to actor training and introduces embodied cognition and the enactive approach as a critical framework for understanding human experience. Chapter 2 introduces neurophenomenology as a methodology for addressing the hard problem of consciousness and argues for a move towards a transdisciplinary approach to the conscious experience of acting. Chapters 3 - 7 draw on Ward and Stapleton’s identification of consciousness within an embodied cognition framework as ‘embodied, enactive, embedded, affective and extended’ to offer a re-configuration of the received thinking around the concepts of embodiment, action, perception, emotion and self as they are directly and indirectly incorporated within the framework and methodology of the Stanislavski system. The relationship between these five concepts within the process of experiencing is identified as a dynamic cognitive architecture within both the Stanislavski system and the embodied cognition framework.

Through a conceptual reframing of the Stanislavski system, this thesis provides a theoretical foundation toward the possibility of new transdisciplinary practices for actor training and supports a necessary reframing of the experience of acting as complex, adaptive and emergent from the intersubjective experience of embodiment.
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